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The Chevrolet Camaro is a mid-size [1] [2] American automobile manufactured by Chevrolet ,
classified as a pony car [3] [4] and some versions also as a muscle car. The Camaro shared its
platform and major components with the Pontiac Firebird , also introduced for Four distinct
generations of the Camaro were developed before production ended in The nameplate was
revived on a concept car that evolved into the fifth-generation Camaro ; production started on
March 16, Before any official announcement, reports began running during April within the
automotive press that Chevrolet was preparing a competitor to the Ford Mustang , code-named
Panther. Hope you can be on hand to help scratch a cat. Details will follow It was the first time
that 14 cities were connected in real-time for a press conference via telephone lines. Estes then
announced a new car line, project designation XP , with a name that Chevrolet chose in keeping
with other car names beginning with the letter C such as the Corvair , Chevelle , Chevy II , and
Corvette. He claimed the name, suggests the comradeship of good friends as a personal car
should be to its owner and that to us, the name means just what we think the car will do The
Camaro name was then unveiled. Payen-Payne printed in Lund and Mr. Rollett found the word
camaro in the French-English dictionary was slang , to mean friend, pal, or comrade. The article
further repeated Estes's statement of what the word camaro was meant to imply, that the car's
name "suggests the comradeship of good friends, as a personal car should be to its owner".
The Camaro was first shown at a press preview in Detroit on September 12, , and later in Los
Angeles, on September 19, Public introduction of the new model was on September 26,
Concerned with the runaway success of the Ford Mustang , Chevrolet executives realized that
their compact sporty car, the Corvair , would not be able to generate the sales volume of the
Mustang due to its rear-engine design, as well as declining sales, partly due to the negative
publicity from Ralph Nader 's book, Unsafe at Any Speed. Therefore, the Camaro was touted as
having the same conventional rear-drive, front-engine configuration as the Mustang and Chevy
II Nova. In addition, the Camaro was designed to fit a variety of power plants in the engine bay.
The first-generation Camaro lasted until the model year and eventually inspired the design of
the new retro fifth-generation Camaro. The first-generation offered a standard, Super Sport , and
Rally Sport editions. In the Rally Sport edition, it was more the style of the car itself. Placed with
the hideaway headlights, wing windows, and the more rounded out rear fender. Once they
brought out the year they introduced the use of side marker lights. The Camaro eliminated the
vent windows as were standard on the doors for Introduced in February , the second-generation
Camaro was produced through the model year, with cosmetic changes made in and model
years. The car was heavily restyled and became somewhat larger and wider with the new
styling. Still based on the F-body platform , the new Camaro was similar to its predecessor, with
a unibody structure, front subframe, an A-arm front suspension, and leaf springs to control the
solid rear axle. The and Z28 models included an air induction hood scoop with an intake door
that opened under full throttle. The RS SS package was dropped in and reintroduced in The
third-generation Camaro was produced from for the model year to These were the first Camaros
to offer modern fuel injection, Turbo-Hydramatic R4 four-speed automatic transmissions ,
five-speed manual transmissions , 14, or inch wheels, a standard OHV 4-cylinder engine, [15]
and hatchback bodies. For , the new brake light was located on the exterior of the upper center
area of the back hatch glass. Additionally, the 2. For and later, the CHMSL was either mounted
inside the upper hatch glass, or integrated into a rear spoiler if equipped. The convertible body
style returned in absent since and all came with a special "20th Anniversary Commemorative
Edition " leather map pocket. Beginning in , the 1LE performance package was introduced,
optional on street models, and for showroom stock racing in the U. The B4C or "police"
package was made available beginning in This created a Z28 in more subtle RS styling. The
fourth-generation Camaro debuted in on an updated F-body platform. The standard powerplant
from to was a 3. Optional equipment included all-speed traction control and a new six-speed T
manual transmission; the 4L60E 4-speed automatic transmission was standard on the Z28, yet
optional on the V6 models which came with a 5-speed manual as standard. Anti-lock brakes
were standard equipment on all Camaros. The model year included a revised interior, and the
models included exterior styling changes, and a switch to GM's aluminum block LS1 used in the
Corvette C5. In , the 5. Chevrolet offered a 35th-anniversary edition for the model year. The
Camaro received a complete redesign and new platform in for the model year and fifth
generation. Based on the Camaro Concept [19] and Camaro Convertible Concept , production of
the fifth-generation Camaro was approved on August 10, The Oshawa Car Assembly plant in the
city of Oshawa, Ontario, Canada, began producing the new Camaro [20] which went on sale in
spring of as a model year vehicle. Following the development of the Zeta architecture and
because of its position as the GM global center of RWD development, GM Holden in Australia
led the final design, engineering, and development of the Camaro. The SS is powered by the 6.
The RS appearance package is available on both the LT and SS and features inch wheels with a

darker gray tone, halo rings around xenon headlamps, a unique spoiler, and red RS or SS
badges. In addition to the original Camaro LS model. Chevrolet has manufactured the 2LS
model. The 2LS model uses a slightly different rear axle ratio than the original LS. Having a 2.
The base engine model had a higher redline than previous V6 models, now reaching RPM;
delivering an overall boost in the power and performance of the car. Almost all 2LS models have
been released with various styles of a rear spoiler on the back as well. In late January , the
production of Camaro Convertibles started. The Camaro convertible added an aluminium brace
over the engine assembly, and under the transmission. Due to the Fukushima earthquake ,
certain pigments were not available to make certain colors. In November , the export version
excluding the Japanese version of the Camaro was introduced after a two-year delay. The delay
was due to the unexpected domestic demand. The export version included different tail lamps
with integrated reverse and amber turn signal lamps, larger external rearview mirrors with
integrated side turn signal repeaters, a rear bumper without reverse light inserts, and other
changes as to comply with ECE regulations. Although not in continuous production for the
entire period, the model year marked the 45th anniversary of the Camaro and this was
commemorated with a model available only in "Carbon Flash Metallic" paint. This edition
Camaro also included a unique stripe package, red, white, and blue interior stitching as well as
45th edition exclusive inch wheels. The V6 was updated to a 3. The SS model received an
upgrade to the suspension system. All models received the RS spoiler and taillight details,
steering wheel-mounted volume and radio controls, and Bluetooth connectivity controls as
standard. The ZL1 Camaro included a 6. Other features included a 2-stage exhaust, the addition
of suede seats, steering wheel, and shift knob, as well as ZL1-exclusive inch aluminum wheels.
The launch, complete with previous generation Camaros on display, coincided with the
vehicle's upcoming 50th birthday. Motor Trend named the Camaro its "Car of the Year". Early
production have three engine versions: a 2. For the model year, the 1LE performance package
returns to the Camaro. The package builds off the success of the previous-generation 1LE,
offering increased handling and track performance. In response to customer demand, Chevrolet
offers two distinct 1LE packages, for both V6 and V8 models, each visually distinguished with a
satin black hood and specific wheels. Chevrolet worked with Roger Penske to operate their
unofficially factory-backed Trans Am team, winning the title in and with Mark Donohue. Jim Hall
's Chaparral team replaced Penske for the season. Warren Agor of Rochester, NY, was the
series' leading Camaro privateer, his orange 13's o, , , and Smokey Yunick was a car builder
who worked to reduce the weight of his cars by acid-dipping body parts and installing thinner
safety glass. This Camaro had always kept its stock look and had a engine that was able to
produce horsepower. One part that had come out of his testing was the Edelbrock
Cross-Manifold. The Camaro was the official car of and used in the International Race of
Champions starting in and lasting for 12 years until They have also been the vehicle used in the
Swedish Camaro Cup series since The Camaro was the Indianapolis Pace Car in , , , , , , , , and
General Motors has made product placement , or embedded marketing, deals for the Chevrolet
Camaro in numerous media. The vehicle mode of the fictional character Bumblebee in the film,
Transformers , is first depicted as a Camaro [58] and later a fifth-generation concept variant. A
modified fifth-generation Camaro reprises the role of Bumblebee in the sequels, Transformers:
Revenge of the Fallen , and Transformers: Dark of the Moon. The final moments of the reboot
film Bumblebee reveal that the Camaro was his third-ever form that he took on upon arriving on
Earth, after a Jeep and a Volkswagen Beetle. Hot Wheels has been making several versions of
the Camaro since , with the "Custom Camaro" being the first of the original lineup. From
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model years. Initially, only the two-door hardtops in the Chevrolet model range were designated
with the Bel Air name from to With the model year, the Bel Air name was changed from a
designation for a unique body shape to a premium level of trim applied across a number of
body styles. The Bel Air continued with various other trim level designations, and it went from a
mid-level trim car to a budget fleet sedan when U. Production continued in Canada , for its home
market only, through the model year. The Chevrolet Bel Air, especially its second generation
design, has been considered an icon of the s. Well-maintained and preserved examples are
highly sought after by car collectors and enthusiasts. From to , the Bel Air Sport Coupe name
was used only for the two-door hardtops in the Chevrolet model range, to distinguish the car
from the Styleline and Fleetline models. First year production reached only 76, models built. The
windshield, doors, glass, and trunk were common with the Styline DeLuxe Convertible Coupe,
however the roof, rear quarters and rear windows 3 were unique. The chassis and mechanicals
were common with the rest of the passenger car range, and the overall appearance was the
same as the rest of the range, except that the roof line was lower and the unique three piece
rear window gave it a longer and more balanced look. The first Bel Airs were only available with
the "DeLuxe" premium trim level and specification. Apart from the usual annual grille and trim
changes, the â€” Bel Air differed from the earlier model with introduction of the higher and
squarer rear guards that were across the whole range. In Chevrolet renamed its series, and the
Bel Air name was applied to the premium model range. Two lower series, the and , also emerged
as successors to the Special and Deluxe series, respectively. The Chevrolet was advertised as
"Entirely new through and through," due to the restyled body panels, front and rear ends.
However, essentially these Chevrolets had similar frame and mechanicals to the â€” cars. The
Bel Air was given a facelift in The pre-war technology, such as torque tube drive, six-cylinder
splash feed engines, knee-action suspension, and split windshields of the early models was
phased out and the foundations for the first post war modern Chevrolet passenger car were
finalized. The Bel Air series featured a wide chrome strip of molding from the rear fender bulge
to the rear bumper. The inside of this stripe was painted a coordinating color with the outside
body color, and "Bel Air" scripts were added inside the strip. Lesser models had no model
designation anywhere on the car, only having a Chevy crest on the hood and trunk. Bel Air
interiors had an optional massive expanse of chrome across the lower part of the dashboard
most were painted , along with a deluxe Bel Air steering wheel with full chrome horn ring.
Carpeting and full wheel covers rounded out Bel Air standard equipment. For , the Bel Air
stayed essentially the same, except for a revised grille and taillights, and a revised engine that
had insert bearings and higher oil pressure, needed for the full-flow oil filtration system that
was not available prior to Prior to , the and cubic inch six cylinder engines had babbit bearings
and scoops to create oil pressure at the bottom of each rod and the oil pressure was standard
at PSI. During these years, there were three engine choices, depending on the transmission
ordered. Both cubic inch engines were "Blue Flame" inline six cylinder OHV engines, featuring
hydraulic valve lifters in with automatic transmissions and aluminum pistons. In and , Bel Airs
could be ordered in convertible, hardtop coupe, two- and four-door sedans, and, for , the
Beauville station wagon which featured woodgrain trim around the side windows. Many new

options, once available only to more expensive luxury cars, became offered starting in ,
including power steering and the Guidematic headlight dimmer in ; and power brakes, power
2-way front seat and power front windows in All models equipped with the standard
transmission used the Powerglide engine. The Bel Air received new, revamped styling for the
model year. It was called the "Hot One" in GM's advertising campaign. Bel Airs came with
features found on cars in the lower models ranges plus interior carpet, chrome headliner bands
on hardtops, chrome spears on front fenders , stainless steel window moldings, [1] full wheel
covers , and a Ferrari -inspired front grille. Models were further distinguished by the Bel Air
name script in gold lettering later in the year. The Bel Air was very well received. Motor Trend
magazine gave the Bel Air top marks for handling. On the other hand, the horn ring blocked
some of the speedometer, regular gasoline made the engine knock and the first V8 engines off
the line burned too much oil. The Bel Air received a face-lift with a more conventional full-width
grille, pleasing those customers who didn't favor the Ferrari -inspired '55 front end. Two-tone
bodyside treatments and front and rear wheel openings completed the "speedline" restyling.
Single housings incorporated the taillight , stoplight, and backup light, and the left one held the
gas filler - an idea popularized on Cadillacs. Among the seven Bel Air models was a new Sport
Sedan, a pillarless four-door hardtop that looked handsome with all the windows rolled down
and allowed easy entry into the back seat. Production exceeded ,, compared to , two-door
hardtops. Only 7, were built. Seatbelts , shoulder harnesses, and a padded dashboard were
available, [10] and full-size cars could even get the hot Corvette horsepower engine. In sales
material there was an optional rain-sensing automatic top, [13] which was first seen on the
LaSabre concept car. However, it is believed that it was never installed on a car. The Bel Air is
considered by many to be "an icon of its age. They are roomy, with tastefully restrained, period
use tail fins and chrome. A second automatic transmission , Turboglide was optional. While the
original two-speed Powerglide continued unchanged, Turboglide provided a continuously
variable gear-ratio which made "shifting" imperceptible. From to , production of the two-door
Nomad station wagon was assigned to the Bel Air series, although its body and trim were
unique to that model. Prior to becoming a regular production model, the Nomad first appeared
as a Corvette-based concept vehicle in Chevrolet has since unveiled two concept cars bearing
the Nomad name, most recently in The â€” Chevrolets are commonly referred to as Tri Fives.
The 55" features a big hood scoop, and a signature cowboy hat in the rear window. In the
movie, it races against a yellow Ford Deuce Coupe and crashes into a ditch. The Bel Air had a
cubic inch chevrolet motor, with aluminum heads, tunnel ram intake and dual Holley
carburetors. A look-alike to the Bel Air in American Graffiti. The Bel Air gained a halo vehicle in ,
the Impala , available only as a hardtop coupe and convertible in its introductory year. Impala
styling followed the basic lines of the other Chevrolet models but received special styling cues
including a different roof line, a vent above the rear window, unique side trim, and triple tail
lights housed in slightly broader alcoves. Two significantly cheaper models, the Biscayne
formerly the and the Delray formerly the were also available during this model year. Chevrolet's
design for the year fared better than its other GM offerings, and lacked the overabundance of
chrome found on other sedans at the time. Complementing Chevrolet's front design was a
broad grille and quad headlights; the tail received a fan-shaped alcove on both side panels,
which housed dual tail lights. Despite being a recession year, consumers made Chevrolet the
No. With its wide variety of body styles and models, Bel Airs could be optioned with almost
every conceivable luxury within the Chevrolet line. The Nomad station wagon name also
reappeared in when the vehicle bowed as the premium four-door Chevrolet station wagon ,
lacking the unique styling of the Nomads. Most Chevrolet station wagon models had two tail
lights one on each side of the body housed in abbreviated alcoves, which were made smaller to
accommodate the rear gate. A new dash was used. Similar in layout to the frame adopted for the
Cadillac, it featured box-section side rails and a boxed front cross member that bowed under
the engine. These "x-frames" were used on other to Chevys, as well as Cadillac. The rear was
tied together by a channel-section cross member. The Bel Air received a major redesign for the
model year. The most visual new change was the flat, wing shaped tailfins. This made Chevrolet
the longest car in the low-priced range, whereas two years before it had been the shortest. The
"X" frame from was continued, but enlarged and strengthened to support the new body. The Bel
Air, which had been the top line series since , was now the middle range. Wagons were still
classed by themselves, but had model numbers matching the car series. Parkwood 6-passenger
and Kingswood 9-passenger wagons had Bel Air's model number, and as such were the middle
range wagons. Under the hood, little change took place. A variety of speed options, such as fuel
injection, special cams and lowered compression, gave horsepower ratings up to Bel Air
production was , The new Impala line surpassed Bel Air production by 20, units. A parking
brake warning light was optional. Little change was made for The new models were refinements

of the style with a much more restrained front end, the return of the double cone tail lights of
rather than the startling "cat's eyes" of Under the hood, things remained constant. This involved
the use of three double-barrel carburettors, a special cam and an Body style offerings followed ,
with hardtops and sedans available. The convertible was reserved for the Impala series. The Bel
Air Sport Sedan continued to use a rear window overhang and a huge wraparound rear window.
Bel Airs and Biscaynes had two tail lights per side; the Impalas had three tail lights per sideâ€”a
situation that would persist for most years through Many of the same options and accessories
that were available on the Impala were also available on the Bel Air. The Bel Airs had more
interior and exterior brightwork than the Biscayne. For , the Bel Air received a new body. All
engines options of the previous year remained in effect with the standard engines being the The
Bel Air 2-door sedan used squared-off roof styling and large wrap-around rear window as
opposed to the hardtop's swept-back design. The Bel Air 4-door Sport Hardtop still used a
different roof line than did the 4-door sedan. For , all sheet metal except the door panels was
changed. Overall length was stretched slightly to The 4-door Sport Hardtop was no longer
offered in the Bel Air series. Standard engines remained the same as the previous year. All
wagons this year were 4-door models and separate distinctions for wagons were dropped. Now
all models were either Biscayne, Bel Air or Impala series. Full carpeting returned as standard
equipment on all Bel Air models for the first time in several years. Its overall length increased to
Replacing the older cubic-inch six-cylinder engine as standard equipment was a new cubic-inch
six-cylinder of more modern design with a horsepower rating that was based on the cubic-inch
six introduced on the compact Chevy II Nova the previous year. The Bel Air continued to be
Chevrolet's middle range, but it now consisted of only two car models- the 2-door sedan and the
4-door sedan. For , very few changes were made except the expected sheet metal and trim
renovations. Cars were Some of these cars featured a reversed Pontiac instrument panel, but
others had a mirror image of the more attractive current North American panel. Even more
curious was the fact that some of these Bel Airs featured Impala-style triple taillights; the center
lens was amber in keeping with Australian legal standards. For , the full size Chevrolet was
totally restyled, and the cars were stretched to The new stamped grille had a lower extension
below the bumper which was slightly veed. Curved window glass and round taillights mounted
high characterized the new styling. The interiors were also redesigned and a very attractive
dash resulted. The Bel Air utilized a stainless-steel belt and rocker molding, identifying
signature on the rear fenders, a glove compartment light and power tailgate on 9-passenger
wagons to distinguish itself from the lower-priced Biscayne series. For , Chevrolet was in its
second season of a totally new body change, so mild facelifting sufficed including forward
thrusting, blunted front fenders and a revised grille. At the rear, a break with the traditional
round taillamps took place. Bel Air and Biscayne featured dual rectangular lamps with back-up
lamps built in. Overall length was Bel Air was readily distinguishable from Biscayne by its full
length body side molding and rear fender Bel Air signatures. All-vinyl interiors were now
standard on station wagons while cloth and vinyl trims continued on sedans. For , full-sized
Chevrolets featured a new body with bulging rear fenders, one of this year's styling trends, not
necessarily appreciated by everyone. Bel Air 2 and 4-door Sedans continued in addition to 6
and 9-passenger wagons. This year Bel Air featured triple taillights unlike Biscayne's dual units.
For , the Full-sized Chevrolets received some changes but were quite similar to the models,
though they had grown one inch to Chevrolet's new grille design bore a strong resemblance to
Cadillac's, but Bel Air's dual round taillight design was strictly Chevrolet. In an unusual move,
the taillights were mounted in the bumper. In the U. Chevrolets with optional V8s got the engine
size, in cubic inches, displayed as part of the front side maker lights. For the model year, the Bel
Air was redesigned, with a new length, new fender and body lines, and a new front and back
end, but continued using the basic chassis, innerbody structure and even the rooflines of
pillared two- and four-door sedans. This was the final year for the Bel Air 2-door sedan and the
Bel Air-based station wagon was renamed Townsman, as part of a Chevrolet move to revert to
the pre practice of using different nameplates on station wagons than other models. Three- and
four-speed manual transmissions were again offered along with the two-speed Powerglide
automatic with the six-cylinder, and and V-8s; and the three-speed Turbo Hydramatic, offered
only with the big-block V-8s since its introduction, was now available with all engines. For , the
Chevrolet line was very little changed and regulated primarily to a redesigned front end. The Bel
Air series was now a one model 4-door sedan while the station wagon was again sold under the
Townsman nameplate. By the late s with the introduction of the Caprice , the Bel Air and its
Biscayne stablemate were primarily marketed to automotive fleet customers. However, the Bel
Air remained available to retail customers who sought a basic full-sized car that was better
trimmed than the low-line Biscayne. When the Biscayne was discontinued after , the Bel Air was
demoted to the low-level model. Bel Airs again used two-segmented taillights as opposed to the

triple-segmented lights of higher-level Impala and Caprice models, except in when all models
shared the same triple-segmented lights mounted in the bumper. A cubic-inch six-cylinder
engine and three-speed manual transmission with column shift remained standard equipment
through the model year on sedans with the V8 and automatic standard on wagonsâ€”the Turbo
Hydramatic automatic had been the sole transmission choice on Vpowered Bel Airs since the
spring of though the old two-speed Powerglide was still offered with the six-cylinder engine
through the model year. Only about 1, cars were built with the inline six in The engine and
manual transmission were shelved by the end of the model yearâ€”marking the last full-size
body-on-frame American car to offer a manual gearbox. The V8 was optional on sedans and the
was available on both models. With the discontinuation of the Bel Air two-door sedan after the
model year, all U. This body even had a roofline similar to the original ' Caprice coupe style for
â€” Most other changes to the Bel Air during its final years were identical to the more expensive
Caprice and Impala lines, some of which were mandated by government safety regulations in
the U. The models had a new roofline and along with the Impala grille that was a direct copy of
the Caprice front end. Customers could buy their Bel Air with two new options: an Econominder
gauge package which included a gauge that monitored fuel economy, due in part to growing
demands for fuel economy as well as a temperature gauge and intermittent wipers. The last Bel
Airs for the U. For , a lower-trimmed Impala "S" four-door sedan was a one-year offering which
had less standard equipment than regular Impalas and functioned as a replacement for the Bel
Air. While body panels resembled contemporary U. Pontiacs, the Canadian Pontiac Laurentian
had the chassis, power train, wheelbase, even the interior except for the instrument panel , of
the Chevrolet Bel Air. These models were exported in SKD kit form in factory right hand drive to
right hand drive markets, such as Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, and locally
assembled under the Pontiac marque. While the last Bel Air 2-door sedan was available in the
United States in , Chevrolet introduced a Canadian market-only two door hardtop, the Bel Air
Sport Coupe, from to Each year through , this model's body followed the design of the
contemporary Impala Sport Coupe. The 4-door sedan and station wagon continued in
production, identical to the U. For , the Canadian Bel Air Coupe featured the same body as the
Impala Custom Coupe, with the large fixed rear quarter window and frameless front door glass.
Unlike the United States, all Canadian full size Chevys including the Bel Air came with steel
belted radial tires and an electric rear window defroster as standard equipment. Although the
last Bel Air was produced in in the U. The U. In Canada, Chevrolet retained the Bel Air as its
lowest-priced full-size car through the model year. Body styles offered during this period were a
four-door sedan, two-door coupe and station wagon. Standard equipment on Bel Airs during
this period included small hubcaps, cloth-and-vinyl upholstery in sedans or all-vinyl in wagons,
cigarette lighter, ashtray, automatic dome light for front doors, full carpeting, Astro Ventilation,
Delco Freedom battery, variable-ratio power steering, power front disc brakes and Turbo
Hydramatic automatic transmission. Unlike most previous model years and body styles where
only two taillights were used per side, the Bel Air shared the Impala's rear end triple-taillight
setup. The Bel Air along with other full-size Chevrolets, was revised with all-new exterior sheet
metal, which helped improve aerodynamics and thus fuel economy; the car was also fitted with
a new grille, identical to that of the higher-priced Impala; the rear-end triple-taillight setup also
continued to be shared with the Impala. Also that year, the engine lineup was revised with the
inline six replaced by a new 3. The V8 was now restricted to police-option vehicles. Another new
option for was the Oldsmobile-built Diesel. With a dramatic downturn in full-size car sales, the
Bel Air was dropped after the model year, as were a number of other low-trim full size cars in
the Canadian market including the Pontiac Laurentian , Mercury Marquis Meteor, and the Ford
LTD Custom It features a few styling and design cues from the best remembered tri-five â€”57
models, such as the chrome windshield frame, traffic light viewfinder, and a gas filler cap
behind the tail light, similar to â€” Chevy's gas cap behind the chrome trim on the back of the
tail fin, but more reminiscent of the â€” Cadillac gas cap tail light. Suspension is short long arm
up front and Hotchkiss drive in the rear. The elegant, yet simple interior features a twin-element
instrument panel, column-mounted gearshift and bench seats covered in soft high-tech fabrics
colored red to match the exterior that are cleverly designed to slide forward for easier backseat
entry. It also served as a showcase for their new turbocharged inline five-cylinder concept
engine based on the L52 Vortec , straight-5 truck engine. According to a September GM press
release, the all-aluminum 3. A virtual "turbo boost" button on the steering wheel activates the
powertrain control module to trigger a more aggressive spark and fueling calibration for
maximum horsepower. General Motors has shown no interest in producing the car. A car with
this configuration is a valuable collector vehicle that commands a big premium over other
models including the Super Sport. During the s, Bel Air sedans were available in export markets
such as Australia, where they featured right-hand drive. Due to Australian regulations requiring
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